
Consulting Services

On behalf of HPC.NRW a state-wide helpdesk has been established. 

Topics handled by this helpdesk are the following ones:

 General support

 Courses and workshops

 Communitiy-specific in-depth consulting

Everyone in NRW related to HPC topics has the right to use the support.

The service is for free; no fees have to be paid. Relevant information can be found here:

https://hpc.dh.nrw/en/support/concept
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Contact

For HPC user in NRW without own HPC institution, there exist two ways of creating a 

support request in the HPC.NRW network:

1. If the user already uses the infrastructure of a certain HPC location, he should use the 

support network belonging to this institution.

2. If the user does not use an HPC system of an HPC.NRW partner yet, he could send his 

request to helpdesk@hpc.nrw. 

This is the official support e-mail-address of HPC.NRW and the sender will receive an 

answer after 72 hours at latest.
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Contact - local support

It is also possible to contact the local support in either Aachen, Cologne or Paderborn.
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Contact details could be found on:  

https://hpc.dh.nrw/de/support/concept/local-support-teams

https://hpc.dh.nrw/de/support/concept/local-support-teams


Local support - Aachen

Aachen is known for its expertise regarding engineering.

Local support could be reached via:

servicedesk@itc.rwth-aachen.de

Local support website is:

https://help.itc.rwth-aachen.de/service/rhr4fjjutttf/
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Local support - Cologne

Cologne is known for its expertise regarding life science.

Local support could be reached via:

hpc-mgr@uni-koeln.de

Local support website is:

rrzk.uni-koeln.de/hpc-projekte/hpc
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Local support - Paderborn

Paderborn is known for its expertise regarding chemistry, physics, mathematics and 

computer science.

Local support could be reached via:

Pc2-support@uni-paderborn.de

Local support website is:

https://pc2.uni-paderborn.de/go/access
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General support

The general support includes all high level HPC questions:

 Availability of HPC resources 

 Application of computing time

 Code optimization

 General issues
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Courses and workshops – HPC Wiki

An important part of HPC.NRW is the functional education of HPC user 

Creation of an HPC Wiki: https://hpc-wiki.info/
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Courses and workshops – Linux Tutorial

As part of the HPC Wiki, several online tutorials have been created:

1. Introduction to Linux in HPC: https://hpc-wiki.info/hpc/Introduction_to_Linux_in_HPC
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Courses and workshops – Gprof Tutorial

2. Gprof Tutorial: https://hpc-wiki.info/hpc/Gprof_Tutorial
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Courses and workshops – OpenMP Tutorial

3. OpenMP in Small Bites: https://hpc-wiki.info/hpc/OpenMP_in_Small_Bites
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Courses and workshops – GPU Tutorial

4. GPU Tutorial: https://hpc-wiki.info/hpc/GPU_Tutorial

 Consists of 5 sections

 Each tutorial consists of a short video, a couple of quiz questions, and some 
practical exercises. 
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Courses and workshops – Gauß-Allianz HPC calendar

The Gauß-Allianz HPC calendar includes all HPC related courses and workshops:

https://hpc-calendar.gauss-allianz.de/
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Courses and workshops – HPC.NRW on youtube

All relevant HPC.NRW information could be found on youtube as well:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IfD9IPixgpo
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Communitiy-specific in-depth consulting

 Additionally, to the usual support structures provided by HPC.NRW, a special in-depth 

consulting service is offered. 

 Channels for placing a request identical to those for the general support.

 This service extends much further than standard support.

 Specific consultations available for challenging research projects  spans HPC-

methods, the operation of HPC-systems, and research-oriented issues.

 Support for reaching the next Tier-level
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